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Newsnet.scot, Wings over Scotland and Bella Caledonia along with several smaller online news 

agencies did much to help get the Yes vote up from 30% to 45% in only one year. They deserve a lot 

of credit. Much of my writing on the issue was published by Newsnet.scot including the report in 

January 2014 - Fairness in the first Year? – causing quite a stushie at the time. I owe them a lot and it 

was an honour to appear alongside high-quality journalism from Ponsonby, Bateman and the editor 

himself.  

However, over the last year or so, I’ve begun to notice that, as in the mainstream media, there are 

signs of the kind of filtering that Chomsky has observed, in areas of the Indymedia. To clarify, I mean 

the aforementioned three ‘big blogs’, The National and the Sunday Herald newspapers. I exclude 

Medialens, Kiltr and Michael Greenwell from any critique of the kind coming below. 

First, to make clear where I’m coming from here, the Yes campaign is primarily about independence 

for Scotland but it is not just about that. I think thousands agree with me on this. In train are other 

related and very important issues such as greater democracy, greater equality, greater fairness for 

children, women, ethnic and other minorities and positive change across a wide range of social and 

environmental factors. Overall, the Yes movement is a cluster of leftist and emancipatory drives 

toward the kind of Scotland we want and independence is only the logical first step to achieving 

these things. 



So, for example, research I’ve done into media coverage of fracking and of workers’ rights is not 

peripheral to the Yes campaign but at the heart of it for many in the movement.  In December 2014, 

Newsnet.scot did use my report on the media silence regarding Fracking, at that time 

(http://newsnet.scot/?p=113297)  but would not publish my later criticism of BBC Scotland’s 

documentary on Fracking (https://thoughtcontrolscotland.wordpress.com/2015/05/14/i-feel-the-

earth-move-under-my-feet-the-limits-of-fairness-in-the-case-of-fracking-bbc-scotlands-special-on-

fracking-in-scotland/) . In May 2015, Newsnet.scot would not publish my piece on the differences 

between mainstream media and social media discourse on the planned Rail-workers strike 

(https://thoughtcontrolscotland.wordpress.com/2015/06/23/media-propaganda-in-the-uk-fails-to-

fool-all-of-the-people-evidence-from-online-responses-to-news-reports-criticizing-the-rmt-in-may-

2015/). Medialens did cover this. I copied these reports to Wings, Bella, the National and the Herald 

but none picked them up. I thought these were important stories. I know the reasons could be many 

and often kind of innocent. However, after Chomsky, I see nothing innocent but only evidence of 

social pressures. To criticise Fracking and to support trades unions can be seen to be anti-business 

and perhaps off-message in media agency, selling on the basis of the narrower definition of the Yes 

movement – attacks on Westminster and the unionist parties. The Indymedia attract advertising 

and, no doubt, readers who are for independence yet, on who lie to the right of the arguments 

against Fracking and in favour of trades unions. Now, of course, I don’t know for certain that my 

explanation applies to all of these news agencies, in each case, but exceptions matter little when 

there is an overall tendency damaging to environmentalism and to workers’ rights. That’s how 

propaganda works in liberal, market-oriented ‘democracies’. Corporate media allow alternative 

voices on occasions to create the illusion of freedom and to manufacture consent smoothly. 

Marxists know this as ‘repressive tolerance’. 

A further explanation which also reinforces the application of the Propaganda Model to Scottish 

Indymedia is that of the peer-group behavioural patterns amongst journalists. There are 

relationships of friendship or family, shared education and shared work-experience amongst 
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Scotland’s quite small circle of professional political journalists. While, Newsnet.com, Bella and 

especially Wings over Scotland have offered quite strong criticism of the Scottish mainstream, TV 

and Newspaper ,output, there is a reluctance amongst the National and Herald journalists to accept 

that their colleagues in the mainstream are guilty of deliberate or even unconscious bias against 

independence. The editor of both these newspapers has not and will not publish any of my findings 

because he feels I have failed to prove that bias. We had a wee email exchange on this,  many 

months ago and before Alex Salmond had pointed clearly to it and before eminent journalists like 

Paul Mason and George Monbiot  had described the BBC News as operating in ‘full propaganda 

mode’ in the run-up to the Referendum. Much as I admire Bateman of Newsnet.scot, he seems 

unwilling to accept the truth of Chomsky’s thinking about journalists, nearly all of them, including 

maybe himself. 

Regarding Wings over Scotland and Bella Caledonia, they reported my early research but for some 

time now haven’t do so. I don’t think they’re subject to the same critique as the National, the Herald 

and some of Newsnet.scot behaviour so I’m not sure why this is. For all their qualities, they are both 

becoming a bit like one-man-blogs which are dominated by pieces written by the editor. 

Newsnet.scot, by contrast, often feature excellent pieces by independent writers. 

Finally, I recently wrote a short piece wondering if the ridiculous delay in publishing my book on the 

referendum coverage might, maybe, perhaps, possibly, be due to interference by the security state. 

There was no appetite to publish it in the Indymedia even though I presented it in light, comedic, 

terms and just as an out-there idea worthy of talking about. Here it is: 

https://thoughtcontrolscotland.files.wordpress.com/2015/08/mi5-and-the-professor.pdf 

Best 

John 
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